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Fact Sheet 1:
Plastic Chair!

Plastic Chair! ® is a light, classic, easy and
cheap seat. Pop-up restaurants, stages, and
outdoor seating areas can be created in no
time, suggesting new, more active ways of
using exterior spaces. On top of that, Plastic

Chair! ® is easy to store and very robust.
Therefore it is the number one choice for
public areas such as squares, next to sports
fields, or at bus stations.

Benefits
Comfortable

Create outdoor sitting
points and activate private
or public areas easily!
Space saving

Lightweight

How to Install

Use it on the street.

Measurements

64 cm

89 cm

Use it on a square.

Use it in your private home.

65 cm

65 cm
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Fact Sheet 2:
Water Tank
Panorama Sofa! ®

Panorama Sofa! ® is a special cover for
your water tank that upgrades unused roof
space into an attraction. Simply exchange
the cover of your water tank to get a shaded
panorama sofa. The Panorama Sofa! ® seats

four people and has a comfortable, central
backrest, which also serves as an umbrella
stand for extra shading and a cool panoramic
experience.

Effect

Panorama
on the
roof!

Use
your
roof forsitting
water
Create
outdoor
storage
andactivate
enjoy the
view
points and
private
at
same
time!
or the
public
areas
in no time!

How to Install

Simply exchange the cover of your water tank ...

... to get a shaded
Panorama Sofa ®.*

Measurements

30 cm
6 cm
135 cm

4 cm

*Umbrella not included
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Fact Sheet 3:
Pantographic Varanda! ®

The Pantographic Varanda ® is a
lightweight modular add-on balcony.
This product can be added to existing
apartments and unfolds according to
your needs. Available in four sizes,

the Pantographic Varanda ® is easy to
assemble, adjustable, and just and ideal
extension to your home.

The Measurements

240 cm

Vitalize your neighborhood by adding a balcony
to your facade!

180 cm

How to Assemble

2 x wooden extendable walls
with metal Ccnnections

1
Metal rod
12
Flooring
planks

Screws

16
Metal joints
Covering
waterproof
fabric

The Parts
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Fact Sheet 4:
Reflective Tile! ®

Reflective Tile! ® is an easy solution to dress
up your facade. Its irregular, pyramidal shape
reflects sunlight onto your street or backyard
and at the same time keeps your house cool.
Use Reflective Tile! ® to create your own

patterns and achieve both decorative and
smart facades while improving your indoor
climate.

Effect
1 2

3

1 2

3

1 2

3

Turn the tile to achieve different angles of reflection.
(1) noon, (2) 10 a.m., (3) 8 a.m.
Bring sunlight to the street
and make your home and
indoor climate cooler !
How to Install
Install directly on the wall
of your house:
Option A:
Place all tiles in the same
orientation to reflect the light
onto a certain surface.

Measurements

Option B:
Place each tile differently
to have more diffuse,
decorative reflections.

1.5 cm
0.5 cm

15

cm

m

15 c
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Fact Sheet 5:
Green Hook! ®

Create your personal hanging garden!
Green Hook!® is easy to fit onto your wall and
allows vegetation and plants to grow from
your terrace or garden into the street. Multiple

Green Hooks!® will transform your street into
a green alley! The green canopies shade both
the street and your facade.

Effect
Provides shadow
and cools down your walls

Shadowed
alley!

Personal
garden!

Measurements

20 cm

Create your personal
hanging garden and
a green alley on top !

105 cm

How to Install

Plant any bucket* or pot with a
handle and hang on the hook!
Place Green Hook ® directly on your fence or
balcony wall, and plants will grow along the line!

*(Bucket and plants not included)
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Fact Sheet: 6
Bike Ride! ®

Effect

Bike ride!®: The best solution to transport
bicycles uphill. The bike carrier hitch can be
attached to any minibus. It is safe, quick to
use, and holds up to 6 bikes. This product

is compact and easy to install onto your
vehicle, even without tools. Security hook
included!

More customers for you and your
uphill minibus enterprise ...

A great addition
for minibuses taking
people uphill!

... more bicycle riders in the city!

How to Install
Lower part:
The lower support
holds the bicycle in
place and protects
both bike and car
from damage.

Measurements

160 cm

Upper part:
The security hook
on the upper part
holds all kinds of
bicycle frames
safely.

An angular bike arrangement
fits more bikes on a minibus.

95 cm
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Fact Sheet 7:
Urban Umbrella! ®

Urban Umbrella! ® is a convenient solution to
create shade in urban spaces. Using existing
facilities such as columns of buildings,
telephone poles, street lights and palm trees,
it improves the climate, which otherwise

would be too exposed to the sun. Thanks
to the Varanda Products ® Velcro, it is quickly
set up and you will never have a blown-over
umbrella again.

Effect

Keep shaded ... and dry.
Whatever the weather
brings, you stay on top!

How to Install
Option A:
Install around a street light

Option B:
Install around a telegraph pole

Measurements
Upper side

Under side

180 cm

Option C:
Install around a palm

Velcro

Bamboo Structure
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Fact Sheet 8:
Sunshine Board! ®

The Sunshine Board! ® is a solar reflective
plate for lighting the interior of homes by
reflection through the window. Made from
polished steel and with an adjustable
metal structure, it gets best results at all

The Product

times of the day. The Sunshine Board! ®
lets the sun shine in dark rooms and
helps you save energy and money.

The Parts
1 Polished Steel Board

20 cm

2 Metal Supports

90 cm

Metal Nuts

Screws

4 Metal Joints

Ideal to bring light into
the darker rooms of
your home or workshop!

How to Assemble
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Fact Sheet 9:
Glass Brick! ®

Effect

The Glass Brick! ® is a cost effective solution
to have more light in your private and public
space. Simply add it randomly and creatively,
while constructing the walls of your house.
The special Glass Brick! ® with its curved

Curved
geometry ...

geometry brings an extra dose of daylight
inside the house during the day and reflects
the light of the house to the outdoor space
during the night.

How to Install

... captures more light ...
.... and reflects it!

90 mm

190 mm

Measurements

290 mm

Put the glass bricks inbetween common
bricks when constructing your wall.

Let the light come in during
the day, and let your
neighborhood sparkle at night!
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Fact Sheet 10:
Round
Sunshine Board! ®

The Sunshine Board! ® is a solar reflective
plate for lighting the interior of homes
by reflection through a window. This
wall-mounted swan neck mirror made
from polished steel makes it easy to

direct the sunlight into your room just
as you desire.

How the Product Works

How to Assemble

The Parts
1 Sunshine Board

Screws

1 Metal Joint
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Fact Sheet 11:
Papaya Umbrella! ®

M

on
ta
ge

The Papaya Umbrella! ® is an urban
shower that collects, filters and stores
water. It consists of a vertical mast,
metal rods and canvas cover. The
Papaya Umbrella! ® is ideal for small

neighbourhood squares and can create a
great collective and fun space.

connection

How to Assemble

12x
metal structure

fabric

watherproof

The Papaya umbrella has
become a real meeting
point in the community!

metal structure
8x
water1x
bag

water funnel

plastic hook

The Parts
fabric

4 metal pins

watherproof

4 metal hooks

8x
water bag

4 metal

water funnel

12 metal rods

supports
water
funnel

8 water filters

ook

8x
water filter

Screws

8x
water bag
8 water
bags

water funnel
Metal floor
grating

1 metal
connector

1x
plastic
connection

Waterproof
fabric

8x
water filter

1x
water funnel
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Fact Sheet 12:
Light my Home Sign! ®

Light my Home Sign! ® lets you shine your
house number, house name or personal
message. At the same time it improves safety
and orientation in front of your door. The Light
my Home Sign! ® uses 4000 economic LED

bulbs to display your address while it also
lights up your neighbourhood! Infrastructure
and Individuality have never gone hand in
hand so well!

Effect
The Light my Home Sign! ® shows
an address or other information...

...and at the same time provides the street with light.

Customized Displays
Option A:
Your address
is the standard
display message.

Let
thecool
people
knowor
Keep
at home
wherethey
can
you
create a Instantfind
Varanda
and
light
up
your
street!
in the public realm
Option B*:
Put your personal
message on the
display screen
depending on your
mood. **

Measurements
60 cm

* Requires Light my Home
Sign! ® mobile phone app.
** USB plug included

5 cm

Install directly on your wall or window frame.
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Fact Sheet 13:
Lightweight
Modular Stairs! ®

Lightweight Modular Stairs! ® is a kit for
constructing a circular metal ladder. it’s
ideal for giving outdoor access to small
spaces. Bring your home closer to the
street and the street closer to your home.

How to Assemble

cement

water

sand
concrete

The Parts
2 iron enforcements

cement

1metal pole
1 metal pole
for thel amp

plastic
mold

20 metal
railings
20 metal
connectors

screws

metal
nuts

lamp
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Fact Sheet 14:
Palm Tree
Everywhere! ®

Palm Tree Everywhere! ® finally brings
fancy palm trees into your neighborhood.
You only need the woven bamboo mat, our
special palm tree substrate, and a palm fleece
to plant your own palm tree. Together with

your neighbors, you can turn any area, no
matter where, into the new Palm Springs
(or Gavea)!

Effect
30% more shade!

100% cooler neighborhood!

Example

Create greenery and shade
for your neighborhood and
make it beautiful!

Create an alley of palm trees with your neighbors!

Measurements

45 cm

What you need

1 bamboo mat plus fixation

1 roll of fleece

1 palm tree *
5 bags of palm substrate *

70 cm

* Not included in Palm Tree Everywhere! ® kit
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Fact Sheet 15:
The Pampulha
Rooftop Kit! ®

The Pampulha Rooftop Kit! ® is a modular
arched lightweight structure for vegetable
fixation and shadowing terraces. Made of
laminated wood and steel brackets it is
ideal to improve your roof terrace. Various

extension kits provide easy solutions for a
wide range of uses activating yet another
part of the city.

The Product

How to Assemble

The Parts

24 curved
wood pieces

24
wood pieces

14
L-metal joints

36
wood pieces

32
metal cables

12
foot metal joints

ring screws
metal nuts
1

2

screws

20

Basic Plus

House

Room

Hydroponic Pergola
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Fact Sheet 16:
Silver Shade! ®

Silver Shade! ® is an easy solution to create
pleasant outdoor spaces in no time. Simply
use a rope or a beam to hook it up between
buildings, poles or alleys. The special Silver

Shade! ® reflecting coating keeps the area
underneath 20% cooler than typical blue
shade or other fabric shading devices by
directly reflecting 60% of sunlight.

Effect

60%
reflection ...

... 20%
cooler!

How to Install
Option A:
Install directly on your house.*
Keep cool at home or
create an Instant Varanda in
the city using Silver Shade! ®

Measurements

200 cm

Option B:
Use the Silver Shade! ® rope openings to tie it between
buildings or poles.*

* requires Veranda MCMV Extension Kit
** rope not included

300 cm
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Fact Sheet 17:
Papaya Bags! ®

Papaya Bags! ® are canvas bags for
water collection with hoses and showers.
They provide a nice and easy way to
retain water and to water your plants.

Storing about 20 liters of water, each bag
provides enough rainwater for watering
about ten plants for about four days.

The Measurements

100 cm

Use Papaya Bags! ® to keep
your plants hydrated and
improve the micro climate!

How to Assemble

The Parts
1 plastic tube

8 water bags

1 water funnel

8 water filters

Screws

1 plastic connector
water filter
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Fact Sheet 18:
Urban Escalators! ®

Urban Escalators! ® fulfil the function of the
smallest public transport in areas of the city
which are hard to reach. With easier access,
remote areas can turn into new hotspots! The
Urban Escalator! ® is covered with a simple

roof that provides protection from rain and
sun while preserving the view.

Effect

Step A:
The escalator strongly improves connectivity of hard to
reach areas.

Step B:
The roof cover gives water protection
and shade while allowing for a view.

Two public spaces
connected by
urban escalators!

Measurements

12 m

Step C:
The entrances become potential hot spots for activities
through the increased flow of people.

24 m
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Fact Sheet 19:
Papaya Water Funnel! ®

The Papaya Water Funnel! ® captures and
filters water and can be installed on your
existing water tank cover. The Papaya
Water Funnel! ® is Ideal to collect water

and to retain it! Safe the environment
and your money! Get the Papaya Water
Funnel! ® today!

The Measurements

90 cm

38 cm

How to Assemble

The Parts
1 plastic support

1 water funnel

Screws

1 water container
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Fact Sheet 20:
Romantic Balcony! ®

The Romantic Balcony! ® is a curved
individual balcony made out of a metal
frame, wooden floors and a metal railing.
Easy to install, it is ideal to upgrade
apartments that have no balcony.

120 cm

The Product

120 cm

The Parts
1 steel railing

1 steel frame

How to Assemble
Screws

14 metal rods
1 large
wooden support
Metal nuts

1 small
wooden support

Screws

Wooden floor plate
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Fact Sheet 21:
Water Tank Sun Bed! ®

Water Tank Sun Bed! ® is a 500 l water tank,
you can also relax, sunbath and sleep on.
Simply replace your old water tank to have a
lying chair on the roof! The surface is also a
good place to sleep during hot nights.

Activate your roof! Its a nice place to
experience both city and nature!

Effect

A cool place to lay down
and relax during the day, ...

... and a good place
to sleep during hot nights!

How to Install

Measurements

75 cm

45 cm

160 cm
Same installation process
as any blue water tank.

60 cm
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Fact Sheet 22:
CoBoGo!

CoBoGo!® is a permeable structural element
to provide thermally comfortable interior
spaces. Different patterns and sizes can
create either a window or a wall. The unique

CoBoGo!® surface improves air circulation
inside the house compared to solid walls
and gives sun protection due to the inclined
formation.

Effect
CoBoGo permits
air circulation and
offers shading!

How to Install

Keep the interior shaded,
cool, clean and private
and look good doing it!
Option A:
Construct a
CoboGo window

Option B:
Construct a
CoBoGo wall

Measurements

20 cm

CoBoGo elements
can be produced in
different sizes.
The configuration of
inclined parts offers
shading and privacy.
30 cm

45 cm

Patterns

45 cm

10 cm
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